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FUNDAMENTALS OF AC SYSTEMS

fTime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART-A
(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

L Define form factor ofan altemating current.
2. What will be the power when ac passes through a pure inductance circuit ?
3. Define phase sequence.
4. An emf e0 = 230 sin(377Q. The frequency of supply is ..... ?
5. Write the name of two p.f correction equipments.

(5x2  :  10)

PART - B
(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any.fre of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.
I . Explain the advantages of AC supply system.
2. What is RMS value in ac ? Derive the equation for RMS value by analytical

method.
3. Draw the voltage, current and power wave forms. (wave diagrams) when an

altemating currdnt passes *rouLh RC series circuit.
4. Explain the advantages of poly phase system.
5. Prove that using two watfrneters power in a three phase circuit can be measured.
6. Explain any one method for improving power factor in an ac circuit.
'7. Define admittance, susceptance and conductance in an ac circuit. (5x6 = 30)

PART - C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer oze full question llom each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I
il (a) Derive the equation of altemating voltage. 7

(b) Define the following t€rms in alternating crurent.
(r) irstantaneors value (ii) maximun value

(il) cycle (tD time period 8

On
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Marks
[V (a) What is Average value in ac ? Derive the average value in ac by analytical method. 7

(b) An AC series circuit consists of trvo elements 6 + jOO and 12 + j20O connected
across 10O/, 50Hz supply. Calculate current and power comsunption of the circuit
in polar form. 8

UNrr  -  l l

V (a) Draw and explain the irnpedance triangle in an ac RLC series circuit and compare
with voltage vectors. 7

(b) An RLC series circi.iit takes 0.5A cument, Voltage drop across inductance
240 V, voltage drop across capacitance is 170V and voltage dtop across resistance
is l75V when applying 230V -50H2 supply. Compute inpedance, resistance,
inductance and capacitive reactance of the circuit. 8

On

VI (a) Explain resonance in ac circuit and it's behavior. 7

(b) An RLC scdes circuit connected rn,ith a source of e (t):325sin (3140 consist
of a non - inductive resistance of 70O, an inductive coil of 500 mh and a capacitor
of 10pf. Detennine the circuit current. power factor, active power and reactive
power of tire circuit. I

Uxri -- III

VII (a) Prove the relaticn between line voltage and phase voltage in a 3 phase star
connection using vectors. 7

(b) Compare star and delta connections. 8

On

VIII (a) Prove the relation befween line current and phase cuffent in a 3 phase delta
connection using vectors. 7

(b) In a three phase motor each coil having an impedance of 12 + j 16f) is connected
in delta across balanced 400V 50Hz three phase supply. Calculate power, power
factor and current taken bv the motor. What will be the current if the motor.
connected in star ? 8

UNtr - IV

[X (a) Explain one wattrneter method for power measurement in an ac 3 phase circuit
with circuit diagram.

(b) Derive an equation to compute reactive power in a three phase circuit using two
wattmeters with vector diaeram.

On

X (a) Explain the disadvantages of low pf in an ac circuit. How it improved from lag
to unity ?

(b) Draw the circuit diagram to measure power in a three phase DELIA connected
load using three wattmeter method. What is the difficulty of this method and
where it is used ?


